
Excavations in the 9th century B.C.E. levels
at Tell es-Safi/Gath have produced two
examples of installations thought to relate
to the production of olive oil. While the
press types of the early Iron Age and Iron
IIB are well documented, the current
typology lacks a clear definition of the oil
press of the 9th century B.C.E.

The primary press type of the early Iron
Age was a built installation made from a
massive flat stone surrounded by smaller
field stones. This type was dominant
between the 13th and 10th centuries B.C.E.
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In the 9th century the monolithic vat
replaced the built installations of the
previous period. Production in the 9th was
largely the same, with crushing and
pressing taking place in the same
installation; however, the carved vats and
crushing implements of the Safi press
allowed for greater volumes of production.
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Introduction The Safi Press Conclusions

The introduction of the carved vat led to the
eventual separation of the crushing and
pressing operations. The separation of these
processes allowed for the most efficient
method of production, resulting in the well
known weighted-beam press of the Iron IIB.

Two monolithic vats dating to the 9th century
B.C.E. were discovered on different parts of the
site. One vat was discovered in Area A on the tell,
while the second was found in Area K in the
lower city. Both vats measure approximately 1.5
meters across.
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The Area K vat began to clarify some of these
questions. There, the vat was accompanied by a
pierced stone cylinder approximately 50 cm tall
and 50 cm in diameter. We interpret this stone
cylinder to be the crushing stone associated
with the Safi press type.

The best known press type is the weighted
beam press typical of the 8th and 7th

centuries B.C.E. The most famous examples
come from Ekron, where more than 100
pressing complexes lined the perimeter of
the city.
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Future work will focus on the circumstances
that led to the development of the Safi
press. We will also begin to model the
potential efficiency and volume of
production in order to assess the nature of
Tell es-Safi/Gath’s economy in the Iron IIA.

Tell es-Safi/Gath and Area K. Tell es-Safi from the North; the newly established Area K in the lower city.  

Although the first vat was discovered in a strong
context, very little could be reconstructed about
how it functioned. The lack of weights or crushing
stones was puzzling.

Known types

Well Known Press Types. A primitive pressing installation of the 13th-10th centuries B.C.E. from Tel Ḥarasim; 
the standardized weighted-beam press of Tel Miqne-Ekron.  

Monolithic Vat in Area A. The oil press in Area A 
was situated inside a building with sunken jars.  

Typological Development

Stage 1. Between the 13th and 10th centuries, oil
is produced in small quantities in built
installations.

Stage 2. In the 9th century, the built installation
is replaced by the freestanding monolithic vat.
This allows for larger quantities of production.

Stage 3. In the 8th century, carved vats allow for
the separation of the crushing and pressing
operations. Production volume and efficiency
are maximized.

Based on the current results, we understand the Safi press to be an
intermediate stage in the development of Iron Age olive oil production.

Area K. Monolithic vat and pierced crushing stone.


